Rather, mitosis involves the redistribution of the nuclear The Breakdown of the Nuclear Envelope at Mitosis envelope membrane proteins into the ER. Although the The nuclear envelope consists of three membranous ER-nuclear envelope membrane system is continuous, domains. The outer nuclear membrane is continuous all membrane proteins do not normally freely diffuse with the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), within it. Instead, once synthesized, inner nuclear memwhile the inner nuclear membrane faces the nucleobrane proteins diffuse from the ER through the pores plasm and chromatin, and is the attachment site for a to the inner nuclear membrane where they become fibrous support structure termed the nuclear lamina. The trapped, presumably by their interactions with the lampore membrane is found in numerous annular connecina, chromatin, and each other (Worman and Courvalin, tions joining the inner and outer nuclear membranes; 2000). Similarly, pore membrane proteins are likely to contained within these annuli are the nuclear pore combe retained there by interactions with the NPC. Thus, it plexes (NPCs), multiprotein superstructures that mediis proposed that phosphorylation of proteins within the ate the exchange of materials between the nucleoplasm lamina and NPCs during mitosis causes these structures and cytoplasm.
only now, with the advent of new technologies and markbranes of the nuclear envelope; while the integrity of the nuclear envelope/ER lumen is maintained, the integers of the distinct membrane components, are we beginning to converge on a model that satisfies the numerous rity of the nucleus itself is disrupted. These holes lead to the catastrophic flooding of the nuclear volume with observations made over the years. The two reports in Cell employ state-of-the-art fluorescence microscopy cytoplasmic components, as detected by the rush of large fluorescent dextran molecules into the nucleus. to reevaluate how cells break down their nuclear envelopes at mitosis. Ellenberg's group (Beaudouin et al.,
Hole formation is coincident with loss of the lamina and NPCs, and with a rapid decrease in nuclear volume, 2002) uses live cell imaging of numerous green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged protein markers and novel due to an acceleration in chromatin condensation. As prophase continues, it appears that the invaginations applications of imaging technologies, while Burke's group (Salina et al., 2002) uses more classical immunoexpand at the expense of the rest of the nuclear envelope, such that some 30% of the nuclear envelope is fluorescence microscopy methods and deconvolution techniques combined with a thorough analysis of marker drawn into the membrane folds surrounding the centrosomes, resulting in a huge hole in the nuclear envelope proteins. Both methodologies, of course, come with their own strengths and weaknesses. Live cell imaging (Salina et al., 2002). What could cause this breakage and the formation of allows cellular markers to be followed in real time as the processes of mitosis and NEBD unfold; however, the initial hole? One possibility is that that lamina or NPC disassembly continues to weaken the nuclear envelope overexpression of the fluorescent proteins could lead to artifacts in morphological changes of the nuclear enuntil it collapses at a random weak point. If this were the case, the position of the NEBD hole should be random on velope (Ellenberg et al., 1997; Georgatos, 2001). The alternate approach of immunofluorescence microscopy the nuclear envelope. But the current work shows this is clearly not so-the hole is always distal to the centrodoes not allow the temporal progression of processes to be followed in individual cells, and fixation can lead somes. Furthermore, during prophase, lamin and nucleoporin turnover is low, and both the lamina and NPCs to changes in apparent morphology. However, a wider range of markers can be studied at their normal cellular are quite stable until after NEBD ( 
, 2002). A grid Mitotic Spindle
In order to arrive at this new model, both groups carefully was bleached onto the surface of the lamina, such that the distortion of the grid pattern revealed the distortion followed the behavior of various nuclear-envelopeassociated markers at the onset of mitosis. Despite its of the nuclear envelope surface. Compression of the grid was observed proximal to the centrosomal hollows high order of structural organization, the nuclear envelope is a surprisingly dynamic structure. Both groups and the highest tension was observed distal to the centrosomes, at the eventual site of NEBD. This in turn showed that in dividing cells, after the beginning of prophase, the nuclear envelope specifically develops a pair indicated that a mechanical force imposed on the nuclear envelope caused the distortion and ultimately led of deep invaginations. Nestled within these hollows are the newly duplicated centrosomes, separate but conto breakage of the envelope. It is likely that local parameters affect where the nuclear envelope will ultimately nected to each other by early spindle microtubules that line a furrow in the nuclear envelope (Beaudouin et al., tear, as particular regions of the nuclear envelope may be more susceptible to distortion and breakage. What is the source of this mechanical force? The close vaginations, which led them to suggest that NEBD occurs when microtubules push on the nuclear envelope association between the invaginations and microtubules suggested to both groups that the microtubules themuntil they finally puncture it. The detailed studies by the Ellenberg and Burke groups, however, show that the selves might provide the necessary pull. When cells were treated with the microtubule destabilizing drug nuclear envelope does not rupture at the invaginations, but rather appears to be pulled apart at sites distal to nocodazole, NEBD became significantly delayed and inefficient, and the nuclear envelope folds were not presthem. Indeed, careful measurements of the spatial and temporal order of events demonstrate that NEBD starts ent, implicating microtubules as the source of this tension. One possible mechanism might be "treadmilling" with the formation of 1 to 3 holes spanning both mem-of microtubules, leading to the apparent movement of attached components toward their minus ends, found at the centrosome. However, even after holes are formed and NEBD begins, forces continue to pull on the nuclear envelope, as evidenced by the movement of nuclear envelope fragments toward the centrosomes well into prometaphase. Since this movement occurs with the characteristic "stop and go" behavior of microtubuledependent motors, it seemed possible that motor proteins might attach to the nuclear envelope and track along the microtubules toward the minus end, gathering the nuclear envelope like a curtain along the way. Indeed, Burke's group confirms earlier observations that dynein (a minus-end-directed, microtubule-based motor) is specifically recruited to the mammalian nuclear envelope in late G2 or early prophase, putting it in the right place at the right time ( But if nuclear envelope breakdown can occur in the similar to those where the microtubules were disassemabsence of microtubules, why go through all the fuss bled-NEBD was delayed and the invaginations abolof tearing a hole? Perhaps, as suggested by Ellenberg's ished-leading to the conclusion that dynein is the mogroup, this mechanism provides a mechanical checktor protein complex responsible for generating tension point-a warm up of sorts for the big dance of mitosis. on the nuclear envelope.
Thus, if the centrosomes are not assembled properly How does dynein bind specifically to the outer nuclear and unable to tear the envelope down, it is unlikely envelope and how is the force transmitted to inner memthat they will perform well in chromosome segregation, brane and lamina so that one membrane doesn't slip which could be disastrous for both daughter cells. against the other? The answers to these questions re-A New Model and New Questions for NEBD main unknown, but the NPCs could potentially provide a Together, these data suggest a novel model for the role solution to both problems. The NPCs provide structural of microtubule-based motors in the breakdown of the continuity from the outer membrane to the lamina. Furnuclear envelope (Figure 1 ). As cells exit G2 and enter thermore, nucleoporins are the only proteins that distinprophase, the centrosomes duplicate and dynein is speguish the outer nuclear membrane from the ER, so if cifically recruited to the nuclear envelope, perhaps dynein were to attach itself to NPCs, then it would be through an interaction with NPCs. The spindle microtuassured of pulling on the correct organelle. bules emanating in both directions then attach to the Interestingly, both groups showed that disrupting minuclear envelope through dynein, which, as a minuscrotubules or the motor complexes did not shut down end-directed motor, begins to gather the nuclear enve-NEBD, suggesting that the microtubule-based forces on lope toward the centrosomes. The integrity of intact the envelope are not required, but only facilitate NEBD.
NPCs ensures that the outer and the inner nuclear memOne possibility is that in the absence of force generation, branes are pulled together. This activity may also serve lamin phosphorylation still occurs in late prophase, to help separate the newly duplicated centrosomes by which in turn, leads to lamina disassembly and weakenproviding a traction surface as the motors pull on the ing of the nuclear envelope. The weakened nuclear ennuclear envelope. The nuclear envelope begins to accuvelope may then be susceptible to breakage due to mulate at the centrosomes as folds, while simultanenormal stochastic tensions. Not exclusive to this sugously experiencing tension at the regions distal to the gestion, mitotic phosphorylation of the lamins and NPC centrosomes. Plus-end microtubule growth (and percomponents may also disrupt NPCs to the point that they no longer occupy and stabilize the transcisternal haps a plus-end-directed motor?) may serve to push the excess nuclear envelope toward the center of the cific movements. Perhaps a price eukaryotes paid for nucleus, thus forming the observed invaginations conusing elaborate higher-order nuclear structures to containing the centrosomes. The increasing tension in the trol gene expression was the need to evolve equally nuclear envelope eventually tears the nuclear envelope elaborate mechanisms to break down these structures and lamina. The flood of cytoplasmic proteins into the during cell division. Undoubtedly, unraveling the details nuclear volume then leads to coordinate rapid phosof these variations to reveal the underlying themes of phorylation and disassembly of the lamina and NPC eukaryotic cell division will require the kinds of studies components, and condensation of the chromosomes.
exemplified by the groups of Burke and Ellenberg. There is also a concomitant rapid expansion of the
